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Sport is a branch of entertainment
devoted to sports. It includes individual

sports (such as tennis, golf, cricket,
sailing and baseball) as well as team

sports (such as football, basketball and
volleyball) as well as the sports activities
that can be found in the Olympics (such

as archery, swimming, gymnastics,
taekwondo, weightlifting, judo and

boxing). International sporting contests
(such as the Summer Olympic Games and

the Winter Olympic Games) are part of
sport. The International Olympic

Committee (IOC), which is affiliated to the
Olympic Committee and the Fédération
Internationale de Football Association

(FIFA), sets the dates and conditions of
the different international sporting

contests. Competitions are classified into
different sports by the IOC, such as

badminton, biathlon, boxing, cycling,
equestrianism, football, ice hockey, judo,
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modern pentathlon, rowing, sailing,
taekwondo, tennis, triathlon, weightlifting

and wrestling. In these competitions,
athletes compete at the highest level in
their specific disciplines. For example, in
the Summer Olympic Games, athletes

compete in different disciplines such as
swimming, fencing, taekwondo, judo,

boxing, archery and athletics. Â£0F8S2FS
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relates to systems for the global
protection against wiretapping of
applications using communication

protocols which guarantee the integrity of
the message transmission and which do
not involve encryption of the message

contents. Internet Protocol (IP)
applications have become increasingly

popular, and are used for the widespread
transmission of voice, video, and data.
These applications are realized using

communication protocols that ensure that
the contents of the messages are

transmitted in a secure, reliable, and
robust manner. One of these protocols is
the Privacy Communication Protocol (P-
CP) [RFC3078]. The P-CP protocol is able

to guarantee the integrity of the message
contents, and thus to ensure that the

contents of a secure message are never
modified by an attacker. The P-CP
protocol is defined by the following

requests and responses: A request (1): M
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to send X and Y, where M is a unicast
protocol data unit to the local machine,

and X and Y are unidirectional messages
to be sent to other machines; A response

(2): M′, where M′ is a unicast protocol
data unit containing X and Y. The

integrity and confidentiality guarantees
given by the P-CP protocol are related to
the use of a secure channel, that is to say

a communication link of a certain type,
using which the communication protocols
ensure the confidentiality of the message
contents. A secure channel is defined by

a particular value of the IEEE802.1x
attribute called “wireless LAN Medium

Access Control (MAC) Security Capability”
or MACsec. Such a secure channel is used

by the P-CP protocol when protocol
messages are exchanged via wired,

wireless, or virtual interfaces. In addition,
depending on the type of secure channel

used, the P-CP protocol makes use of
access control mechanisms (or MAC
Security Associations), defined by an
IEEE802.1x attribute called “Security

Association” or SAE, in order to allow the
transmission of protected or privileged

information. The communications
between two P-CP nodes are organized in

the following types of elements:
6d1f23a050
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